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Chapter 1. Energy evaluation of pig 
feeds 

1. Introduction 

The first law of thermodynamics asserts the existence of a state variable for a system. The law allows a given 

internal energy of a system to be reached by any combination of heat and work. The gross energy supply can 

also be traced within the body by summing up the concomitant losses of the utilization of dietary energy and the 

energy of the animal products. The energy compounding fractions of the feed are crude protein, crude fat and 

the carbohydrates. The gross energy as well as the energetic efficiency and therefore the energy yield of those 

nutrients and are different. The scope of the present chapter is to introduce the flow of energy within the body 

and discuss the factors affecting utilization of dietary energy. Further aim is to show different energy evaluation 

systems used in pig nutrition. 

2. Nutrients providing energy 

2.1. Crude protein 

The mean gross energy content of proteins is 23.7 kJ/g, however, it depends on the amino acid content. The 

energy content of amino acids ranges between 12.1-28.2 kJ/g primarily according to the carbon chain length 

(Table 1). Due to the higher energy content of essential amino acids the protein sources with high biological 

value provide some more energy than lower quality proteins. The most important function of absorbed amino 

acids in pigs is participating in protein synthesis. Each g of protein accretion provides 23.6 kJ energy in the 

body. If dietary protein is used in energy yielding processes than 1 g of protein yield less energy. The reason is 

that the amino acids cannot be converted directly into ATP, and the dezamination is energy consuming process. 

Consequently the energetic efficiency of dietary protein for ATP production is low. Moreover, surplus N from 

the amino acid oxidation is excreted via urea that contains considerable amount of energy (10.5 kJ/g). 

2.2. Crude fat 

The dominant molecules in the crude fat fraction of the feeds and feed components are triacylglicerols 

containing 38.9 kJ mean gross energy per gram. There are only a few of other compounds of ether extracts like 

free fatty acids, steroids, terpens, axes, etc in pig feeds. The energy content of dietary fat is affected by the fat 

source, particularly the fatty acid composition, carbon chain length of fatty acids and the rate of saturation of the 

carbon chain (Table 1). Fatty acids are used in cell structure particularly in membrane construction, in 

production of specific compounds such as prostaglandins, or in fat depos. Fatty acids yield ATP through their β-

oxidation that also requires some energy, therefore the energetic efficiency of energy (ATP) yielding processes 

from fatty acids is 66%. 

2.3. 2.4.Carbohydrates 

The chemical structure and the number of carbon atoms determine the energy content of a compound. Due to the 

relative high oxygen and hydrogen content of the carbohydrates the specific heat is low (17.5 kJ/g) compared to 

fats and proteins (Table 1). There are two physiologically relevant fractions, ileal digestible and fermentable 

carbohydrates. Ileal digestible carbohydrates are mainly the starch and different sugars that can be enzymatically 

hydrolyzed and absorped nearly entirely in the small intestine of monogastric animals and humans. The 

absorbed nutrients in form of monosaccharides are used for energy production and body fat accretion. The 

carbohydrate content of the animal body is approximately 1% deriving from the blood glucose and from the 

glycogen stores located in the liver and muscles. The energetic efficiency of glucose in ATP production is quite 

high being 68-70%. Fermentable carbohydrates are called non starch polysaccharides (NSPs) cannot be digested 

in the small intestine due to their specific bounds. The utilization of the energy from NSPs is through the 

fermentation of bacteria living in the hind gut of pigs. The end products of the fermentation are volatile fatty 

acids (VFAs) like acetic acid, propionic acid and butyric acid are absorbed by diffusion that do not require 

energy. The energetic efficiency of VFAs for ATP production is approximately 50%. 
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3. Utilization of dietary energy 

A part of the ingested dietary energy losses during the digestion and metabolism, therefore the gross energy 

(GE) content of a diet does not gives valuable information on the nutritive value. The schematic representation 

of the flow of dietary energy is shown in Figure 1. 

 

In pigs about 20% of the ingested dietary energy is excreted by the feces. By determining the caloric value of 

the feces the digestible energy (DE) value of the feed can be determined. Part of DE is lost in the urine and 

combustible gases. Metabolizable energy (ME) intake corresponds the DE intake minus the energy loss by urine 

and gas. In theory the skin and hair loss should have been included in losses, however, it is negligible compared 

to the urinary and gas energy losses. The ME content of the feed cannot still be utilized entirely for animal 

production since there is energy lost as heat deriving from the nutrient metabolism. Net energy (NE) is defined 

by the energy content of the feed directly used for covering the energy requirement of maintenance and animal 

production (gain, gestation, milk), and calculated by subtracting the heat increment from ME. 
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3.1. Digestible energy 

The nutritive value of the feeds is principally determined by the digestibility of nutrients. Unlike protein and 

amino acids the digestibility of energy should be determined in the total gastrointestinal tract because the VFA 

production in the hind gut might supply additional energy. In average 75-80% of the gross energy is digested in 

a normal pig diet, however, the digestibility coefficient varied by the age of the pig, composition and anti-

nutritive compounds of the feed, as well as by technological treatments and feed additives. In general the 

digestion capacity is increasing with the age of the animal due to the enhanced fiber digestion (Noblet, 2007). 

The improvement of digestibility coefficient for energy can be quite high in case of fiber rich components 

resulting even 10-15% higher DE content for sows than for growing pigs (Table 2) 

 

The fiber content of the feed is detrimental as regards the digestibility of other nutrients and dietary energy, 

therefore mixed feeds containing fiber rich components have lower DE value. By fat supplementation the low 

DE content can be compensated, however, feeding a high fiber and high fat diet the animal production might be 

lower than that of pigs fed isocaloric and low fiber diet. Due to the depressive effect of dietary fiber on the 

digestibility of nutrients NSP is considered anti-nutritive factor in monogastrics’ feeding. In the mean time the 

efficiency of digestion can be reduced by other minor compounds such as (protease-, amylase-, lipase-) 

inhibitors, polyphenolic compounds, or phytic acid. In diet formulation presence of those anti-nutritive factors 

should be considered, however, the level of them can be reduced by feed technology and zootechnical feed 

additives. 

3.2. Metabolizable energy 

Part of the absorbed energy cannot be utilized in the body and converted into body tissues or other animal 

products, but excreted via urine. Urinary energy is mainly attributed to the non-utilized proteins, therefore the 

efficiency of protein utilization influences the ME value of the feed. Determining the energy content of the urine 

is difficult due to its low dry matter content. In practice the urinary energy loss is often calculated by regression 

equation1 [18]. If the amino acid supply meets the requirement of the pigs with identical age/weight, than the 

urinary energy lost is about 3.5% of the DE. Part of the end products of the fermentation processes ongoing in 

the gut are lost with gas (approximately 0.4% of DE) and thus cannot be used by the animal. Energy lost with 

methane is about 10% of the fermentable fibers’ energy. Considering the relatively standard quality of mixed 

feed for pig the energy lost by urine and gas is approximately 4-5 % of DE. That value, however, can be higher 

in case of fiber rich component or roughage is fed since the methane production is linearly related to 

fermentable fiber content of the mixed feed (Figure 2). 
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3.3. Net energy 

The term net energy suggests that it can be entirely used by the animal. In classical energetics the net energy is 

used for maintenance and for animal products, however, it has to be noted that energy requirement for 

maintenance is in form of heat and it is a non-productive part of NE. The heat increment – which is the 

difference between the ME and NE – is the sum of the ATP used in metabolism, energy used in absorption and 

excretion processes as well as fermentation heat. Subsequently if the nutrient digestibility is high and the 

nutrient content particularly the amino acid patter of the protein is according to the requirement of the pigs, than 

the conversion of the nutrients is high and thus the efficiency of ME utilization to NE is favorable. Contrary, by 

increasing the fermentable carbohydrate content in the diet the utilization of ME reduces due to the higher 

methane production and fermentation heat lost. 

Very often factorial approach is used for determination of energy requirement in pigs, since the energy supply 

for maintenance has priority over the requirement for production and the utilization of ME for maintenance NE 

is higher than that for production (Figure 3). The energy supply is in positive correlation with the energy 

retention. Negative energy balance means that the energy intake is lower than the maintenance energy 

requirement. The so called fasting heat production (FHP) is the energy retention at 0 energy intake. During 

fasting the body reserves are mobilized to cover the ATP requirement of the basal functions. Although fasting 

heat production is somewhat higher than the real net energy needed for maintenance, in net energy systems FHP 

is considered to be the energy requirement for maintenance. The reason for it is that FHP can routinely be 

measured by direct or indirect calorimetry. Determination of the NE for maintenance is difficult in growing 

animals, since the fact that the body weight is constant does not mean that the animal is in energy equilibrium. 

In growing pigs the body composition can be changed if the animals are kept in maintenance energy level. 

Protein deposition is genetically determined in young animals; protein accretion can be still measured for a 

while when the energy supply is at maintenance level, meanwhile the mobilized fat depos yield energy for 

protein synthesis. 
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Increasing ME intake above ME for maintenance (MEm) increases the energy retention (RE). The slope of the 

retained energy is the energetic efficiency of ME used for gain (kg): 

ME = MEm + (1/kg)RE 

The values for kg are in a wide range (0.5< kg <0.8) corresponding to the fact that the utilization of ME 

depending on the composition of the body gain. Therefore the above equation can be specified in the following 

way: 

ME = MEm + (1/kp)REP + (1/kf)REF 

where MEm is the ME requirement for maintenance, kp is the energetic efficiency of ME utilization in protein 

accretion, REP is retained energy as body protein, kf is the energetic efficiency of ME utilization in fat accretion, 

REP is retained energy as body fat. Analyzing this multiple linear regression with huge number of data kp value 

ranges between 0.44-0.60 and kf between 0.60-0.80 (according to Birkett and de Lange, 2001). This variation 

illustrates some of the problems inherent in adequately defining and partitioning ME intake: (1) diet effects on 

utilization of ME for various body functions; (2) animal effects on diet ME content; (3) diet and animal effects 

on MEm; (4) experimental methodology used to evaluate the partitioning of ME intake; (5) statistical issues 

associated with deriving independent estimates of MEm, kf and kp. 

Energy used for actual production is separated into a basal component, which describes the basal requirement 

according to the live weight, sex and genotype estimated for the specific production, and an extra component 

found under sub-optimal environmental or feeding conditions (Boisen and Verstegen, 2000). Therefore the most 

critical point of the net energy system is the actual heat production of the pig deriving from the maintenance 

energy requirement, physical activity and the thermic effect of feed. 

3.3.1. Maintenance energy requirement 

By definition the maintenance energy is “the requirement of nutrients for the continuity of vital processes within 

the body so that the net gain or loss of nutrients by the animal as a whole is zero” (ARC, 1981). In theory the 

NEm can be calculated by the following equation: 

NEm = kd x MEm 

where NEm is the net energy requirement for maintenance, kd is the energetic efficiency of dietary ME for ATP 

képződés production (kJ ATP/kJ dietary ME), MEm is the ME requirement for maintenance. The equation 

suggests that dietary nutrients principally determine the net energy content of the feed available for 

maintenance. However, the nutrient composition might differ in different mixed feeds and therefore by having 

different efficiency value (k) for ATP production the value of kd might vary. 

Consequently the maintenance energy supply is generally given in ME, according to the low of Rubner2 [18] the 

energy requirement of livestock is based on the metabolic body weight. For pigs the ARC (1981) recommends 

bottom2
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MEm, kJ/d = 458* BW (kg)0.75. However, there might be difference between the measured MEm value of pigs 

with the same body weight. Number of studies show that the maintenance energy requirement is effected by the 

chemical body compositon (Baldwin et al., 1987; Schinkel and de Lange, 1996; Noblet et al., 1999). The protein 

pools within the body are in dynamic state being 5% in form of free amino acids and 95% in peptide bounds. 

The rate of 5% for the total body protein turnover is the average of the turnover rates in different tissues (1,7%/d 

in muscles, 150%/d in blood; Table 2). In accordance with Gill et al. (1989) the energy requirement is 4 mols 

ATP per peptide bond in protein synthesis, the ATP cost of proteolysis is about 1 mol ATP/ peptide bond 

cleaved. The number of peptid bounds and the rate of protein turnover determine the basal energy expenditure 

of certain tissue (Table 3). It can be seen from data of Table 3 that the relaive energy consumption of the organs 

and the blood is mich higher compared to that of muscles. In addition to protein turnover the basal metabolism 

of fat depos also requires some energy, but the extent of fat turnover (0.9 %/d) and its energy expenditure (3 mol 

of ATP for 1 mol of triglycerid synthesis) is much less than the energy needs for basal protein turnover. 

The sub-optimal environmental conditions increase the maintenance energy requirement of livestock. Ambient 

temperature out of the thermoneutral zone increase the total heat production of pigs, as well as other stress 

factors affect the energy metabolism by changing hormonal status. In accordance it can be stated that the 

maintenance energy requirement is influenced by many factors in the same time. 

For determination of chemical body composition (1) computer tomograph is an efficient in vivo method for the 

accurate estimation of protein and fat content of the body by regression equations (Szabó, 2002) or (2) 

mathematical modeling can be used (Halas et al., 2004). Quantification of the effect of environmental factors on 

the maintenance energy requirement is difficult, however, due to the fact that approximately 50% of dietary net 

energy used for maintenance in a pig therefore the potential reason of variance in MEm ought to be known in 

feed evaluation. 

 

3.3.2. Physical activity 

A part of the variance in heat production is explained by differences in physical activity (Figure 4). Activity of 

the pigs is affected by sex, age/live weight, feeding level and composition of mixed feed. Indirect calorimetry 

studies show that pigs require at least 4 times more energy for standing than cows or sheep (Noblet et al., 1993). 

Feeding level obviously affect the physical activity of the animals, since hunger make the pigs more active and 

crying. However, in practical pig production this factor is not relevant due to the ad libitum feeding. The diet 

composition, particularly the fermentable fiber content of the feed affects the activity of the pigs. Consuming 

NSP rich diet, pigs were more quiet and rest for longer time than pigs received diets with low level of NSP, but 

due to the higher thermic effect of NSP there was no difference in total heat production in different treatments 

(Schrama et al., 1996). Other environmental factors such as ambient temperature and housing condition also 

affect the physical activity. Altogether activity related heat production in pigs is about 5-25% of the 

maintenance energy expenditure. 
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3.3.3. Thermic effect of feed 

The absorbed nutrients yield energy or increase fat accretion, the amino acids particularly used for protein 

synthesis. The energetic efficiency of different nutrients in net energy systems are considered with the following 

values: conversion of ME from fat is 90% (kf=0.90), from starch (glucose) is 82% (kf=0.82), and from protein is 

53% (kf=0.53). Taking into consideration the ATP requirement of protein synthesis, the energetic efficiency of 

protein accretion might have been even 85-90%, but the persistent catabolism accompanying with protein 

turnover reduces this high value. Based on literature data the energetic efficiency of protein deposition in 

optimal condition is maximum 60-70% (kp=0.60-0.70) in the intensive phase of growth (Chwalibog and Sawoz, 

2008), and that rate is decreasing with the age. The reduction in efficiency is somewhat lower in genotypes that 

has a long term capacity for high lean gain, but in non-improved pigs the average value for kp is between 0.40-

0.50 for the whole growing and fattening period. The heat increment related to nutrient metabolism is 

proportional with the heat lost related to protein and fat deposition (1-kp; 1-kf). 

Energy yielding transactions in the body are contributed to total heat production. Energetic efficiency of ATP 

production is 58% for amino acids (mean value), 66% for fat, 68-70% for glucose and 50% from VFAs and the 

inefficient part of the energy is lost as heat. In conclusion it can be stated that also from energetic point of view 

the optimal protein supply is critical in pigs. If the protein is oversupplied and the amino acid patter does not 

meet the requirement of the pigs than the surplus amino acid oxidation decreases the energetic efficiency of 

protein accretion and subsequently increases the heat production of the body. 

3.3.4. Partitioning of net energy for gain 

The net energy for gain is the sum of caloric value of retained protein and fat, therefore the actual dietary NEg is 

influenced by many factors such as the age/body weight, the protein and amino acid supply, as well as the 

genetic potential of the pig. 

Net energy used with different priority in the body: firstly the maintenance energy needs are supplied, than the 

energy required for protein accretion and rest of the energy is deposited as body fat. It has to be noted, however, 

that there must be anyway a minimum lipid accretion being in newly synthesized cells, cell membranes and 

abdominal fat. Despite the fact that abdominal fat is found in underfed animals as well, the priority of protein 

accretion over the fat accretion is evident and genetically determined in young ages. 

Protein deposition in growing pigs not only depends on the supply of available amino acids, but also on the 

supply of energy. Although different mechanisms have been proposed to represent the relationship between 

protein deposition and energy intake (e.g., ARC, 1981), the linear-plateau model (Figure 5) has been most 

widely adopted (Milgen and Noblet, 2003). It assumes that protein deposition increases linearly with energy 

intake up to a point where other factors start limiting protein deposition. The PDmax is the upper limit of protein 

deposition, whereas the slope of the relation is determined by the partitioning of ME intake between protein and 

lipid deposition. The value for PDmax is determined the genotype and slightly increases with age and body 

weight until 60-80 kg. However, the sensitivity of protein accretion to a changing energy supply is much greater 

in lighter than in heavier animals. A reduction in feed intake will therefore result in a reduction of both protein 
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and fat deposition in light animals, whereas it will mainly affect fat accretion in heavier animals (Milgen and 

Noblet, 2003). 

 

3.3.5. Net energy for milk production 

Usually negative energy balance is measured in lactating sows and unlike in non-lactating sows the heat 

production is not affected by dietary energy intake. Reduction of the ad libitum feed intake by 25% resulted in 

only 2% decrease in heat increment in 150 kg lactating sows, while same reduction in feed intake resulted 18% 

decrease in heat production of non-lactating sow (Black et al., 1993). Lactating sows mobilize their energy 

depos to maintain the milk production. Subsequently energetic efficiency of utilization of body reserves and 

dietary nutrients are the same, however, based on stoichiometry the best conversion is obtained if body protein 

is used for milk protein synthesis while body fat reserves are used for milk fat synthesis and energy yield. 

The mean energetic efficiency of ME for milk production is 70%. This value, however, can be improved by 

feeding high fat diets (125 g fat per kg of dry matter; Babinszky et al, 1992). From the aspect of energetic 

efficiency milk fat production is more efficient from dietary fat than from dietary carbohydrates because it is 

converted more directly. Due to the higher energetic efficiency of dietary fat in fat synthesis the total heat 

production of sow can be even 20% lower compared to high starch fed sows. Comparing the energetic 

efficiency of ME utilization for different product like gain (40-60%) and gestation (10-25%), milk production is 

the most efficient (70-73%). This high efficiency is associated – at least partly – with the fact that there is no 

protein catabolism during milk protein production and therefore unlike in gain or gestation the sows “spare” the 

extra energy needs for protein turnover in milk protein production. 

The NE system might be superior to the DE and ME system to formulate diets for grower-finisher pigs, and is a 

worthwhile energy system to pursue for practical feed formulation. However, in contrast to the positive aspect 

of the NE system, the ME system has been described as a better energy system to describe the potential energy 

available for other requirements such as pregnancy and lactation (Susenbeth, 2006). 

4. Energy evaluation of pig feeds 

The importance of an accurate feed evaluation system is stressed by fact that 70% of the pig production cost 

related to feeding and nutrition. There are three most common energy evaluation systems use in pig nutrition: 

digestible energy, metabolizable energy and net energy systems. All energy evaluation systems presume that the 

energy value of the feed is principally determined by the digestibility of nutrients. Determination DE and ME 

content of the feed by collecting of material energy lost is less labor cost and requires simple technique. The NE 

system has been developed in countries that can conduct indirect calorometry studies, and the system is adopted 

if the data basis is available for all of the feedstuffs used. 

The DE content of feedstuffs can be measured via the collection of feces and analyses of either gross energy or 

energy containing nutrients (crude protein, crude fat, crude fiber, N-free extract) in feed and feces. 

Digestibility of energy = (Dietary energy intake (kJ) – energy excreted via feces (kJ)) / dietary energy intake 

(kJ) 
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where 

dietary energy intake [kJ] = feed intake [g] x gross energy content of the feed [kJ/g] 

energy excreted via feces [kJ] = amount of feces [g] x gross energy of feces [kJ/g] 

In this way dietary DE content is calculated as the gross energy content of the feed multiplied by digestibility of 

energy. 

The DE content of the feed can be obtained indirectly by determining the digestible nutrient content. Digestible 

nutrient content is calculated by multiplying the dietary nutrient content with the digestibility of identical 

nutrient. Dietary DE is computed from regression equation developed by Schiemann et al. (1972). 

DEs [kJ/kg] = 24.2 x1 + 39.4 x2 + 18.4 x3 + 17.0 x4 

where 

x1 = digestible protein content of the feed [g/kg] 

x2 = digestible fat content of the feed [g/kg] 

x3 = digestible fiber content of the feed [g/kg] 

x4 = digestible N-free extract content of the feed [g/kg]. 

Advantages of using DE in pig feeding is that it can be easily determine, the regression equation predict the DE 

value of the different mixed feeds with high accuracy. Disadvantage is that it overestimates the energy value of 

protein and underestimates the energy value of fat. 

By using ME system in feed evaluation all maternal energy losses are considered. In theory for the measurement 

of ME content, feces and urine as well as gases should be collected, however, this last requires advanced 

technique. Unlike fiber rich feeds in case of low fiber diet the gas production in the hindgut is low and the 

energy lost by combustible gasses can be ignored. DE:ME difference is a largely reflection of the protein 

content of the feedstuffs, because the urinary energy excretion is largely nitrogenous compounds. Therefore 

high protein feedstuffs get a slightly lower ranking in the ME than DE system. 

Dietary ME value can be determined by high accuracy with Schiemann equation: 

MEs [kJ/kg] = 21.0 x1 + 31.4 x2 + 14.4 x3 + 17.1 x4 

where 

x1 = digestible protein content of the feed [g/kg] 

x2 = digestible fat content of the feed [g/kg] 

x3 = digestible fiber content of the feed [g/kg] 

x4 = digestible N-free extract content of the feed [g/kg]. 

Both DE and ME systems estimate the energy value of the mixed feeds for pigs accurately if few and highly 

digestible components are used in diet formulation. However, if fiber rich by-products are used as feed 

components, the thermic effect of mixed feed increases and thus neither DE nor ME values reflect to the feeding 

value and production potential. Therefore more components particularly different by-products are used in diet 

formulation the net energy system gives the best estimation on the feeding value of the diet ensuring consistent 

growth performance and likely carcass quality. Number of data show that feed cost as well as N excretion can 

be reduced when feed formulation is based on NE values. 

Current NE systems to predict the net energy content in complete diets using regression equations developed in 

French, the Netherlands and in Germany (Rostock) are based on the digestible nutrient content in feedstuffs and 

mixed diets. These equations were derived from a combination of digestibility and respiration (measurement of 

heat production) experiments with diets that typically cover a greater range of nutrient concentrations than 

commonly found in commercial swine diets (Moehn et al., 2005). Nutrients considered in the equations are 
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digestible crude protein (dCP), digestible crude lipids (dCL) and digestible carbohydrates. The latter is 

subdivided into fractions: starch, sugar, crude fiber, neutral and acid detergent fiber, organic residue and 

possibly other fractions. These data were used to derive regression equations presented in Table 4. 

 

It is obvious that the hierarchy between feeds obtained in the DE or ME systems will vary in the NE system 

according to the specific chemical composition (Noblet, 2006). The energy value of protein or fibrous feeds is 

overestimated, while fat or starch sources are underestimated when expressed on a DE (or ME) basis. These 

conclusions are more clearly demonstrated in Table 5 for a series of ingredients: high fat (animal or vegetable 

fat, oil seeds) or high starch (tapioca, cereals) ingredients has considerable lower DE and ME value while 

protein rich and/or fiber rich (meals, fibrous by-products) ingredients have higher DE and ME values compared 

their ranks in NE system. For mixed ingredients, the negative effect of protein or fiber (i.e., protein sources) on 

efficiency of DE or ME for NE is partly counterbalanced by the positive effect of starch or fat (i.e., energy 

sources). It is also demonstrated that diets have lower protein contents when formulated on a NE concept than 

on a DE basis and a subsequent higher supplementation of synthetic amino acids (Noblet, 

http://www.livestocktrail.uiuc.edu/uploads/porknet/papers/noblet.pdf) that leads to a lower surplus dietary N and 

lower N excretion. 

Table 5 Relative energy values of ingredients in DE and NE systems 

(Noblet,http://www.livestocktrail.uiuc.edu/uploads/porknet/papers/noblet.pdf). 

 

Further reading: 

Wenk, C., Colombani, P.C., van Milgen, J., Lemme, A. Glossary: Terminology in animal and human 

energy metabolism 

http://www.nb.inw.agrl.ethz.ch/publications/glossary.pdf 

Chwalibog, A. 2004. Physiological basis of heat production. 

http://www.danet.dk/danet/Danet6Ca.pdf 

http://www.livestocktrail.uiuc.edu/uploads/porknet/papers/noblet.pdf
http://www.livestocktrail.uiuc.edu/uploads/porknet/papers/noblet.pdf
http://www.nb.inw.agrl.ethz.ch/publications/glossary.pdf
http://www.danet.dk/danet/Danet6Ca.pdf
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Chapter 2. Protein evaluation in pig 
feeds 

1. Introduction 

From biological as well as economical aspects, protein supply of swine is critical considering that good quality 

protein sources are one of the most expensive components of the swine feed. The protein content of the body is 

only 12-18% depending on age and body condition of the pig, however, the protein accretion substantially 

determines the body gain. Each g of protein accretion ultimately accompanies with 3.8-4.0 g water and 0.2 g of 

ash. It is also clear that the genetically determined maximum protein deposition can be realized only if the 

protein supply as well as the protein quality meets the requirement of swine. In favor of being able to provide 

appropriate dietary protein for swine this chapter summarize the protein metabolism and introduce the principals 

of protein evaluation in pig feeds. 

2. Protein metabolism 

The so called crude protein fraction denotes the N-containing compounds. The classic assay for protein 

determines the organic bounded N multiplied by 6.25, because the average nitrogen content of proteins is about 

16%. The N content in crude protein may vary in different feedstuffs according to its amino acid content (Table 

1). In pig feeds the crude protein is nearly entirely true protein3 [19]. Dietary non-protein N cannot be utilized in 

pigs and therefore above the tolerated level it is toxic. 

 

The flow of dietary protein within the body is presented in Figure 1. The ingested protein precipitated and partly 

hydrolyzed in the stomach, the peptide bounds cleave at aromatic amino acids driven by pepsin. In the small 

intestine polypeptides are further hydrolyzed into amino acids that are mostly absorbed until the end of ileum or 

a small part of dietary protein/amino acids flows to the hind gut. The absorbed amino acids are transported to 

the cells and used in protein synthesis. The extent of the utilization of dietary amino acids in protein accretion 

depends on different factors that are discussed later in the chapter. Those amino acids not used for protein 

synthesis are catabolized in the liver and the surplus N is excreted via urine in pigs mainly in form of urea. The 

amino acids and other N-containing compounds escaped from absorption are either used as N source for hind 

gut microbiota or excreted via feces. Some N absorption (in form of amino acids, ammonia and urea) may occur 

in the hindgut, however, this N is directly transported to the liver and excreted via urine and therefore cannot be 

not involved in body protein synthesis (Zabrowska, 1975). 

bottom3
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Only those amino acids have possibility to be involved in body protein synthesis that have absorbed in the small 

intestine. All of the amino acids are used in protein synthesis but different tissues have different but identical 

amino acid patter and this pattern cannot be manipulated by nutrition. For example the epithelia of the gut 

contains mainly non-essential amino acids 4 [19] (proline, glycine, asparagine, aspartic acid, glutamine, glutamic 

acid) and considerable amount of essential threonine, while muscle protein is bulit up from essential and non-

essential amino acids, and contain high amount of lysine, leucine and arginine. 

All proteins present in the body are in a dynamic state. To maintain homeostasis, approximately 5% of body 

protein is continually being degradated and resynthesised. The aggregate catabolic and anabolic process 

involved in a certain amino acid flow is referred to as “protein turnover” (Knap, 2000) being under hormonal 

control. Accordingly the definition of protein turnover is described by three parameters: the fractional rate of 

synthesis (FRS) is the rate of daily (re)synthetised body protein from free amino acids; the fractional rate of 

catabolism (FRC) is the rate of protein degradation resulting in free amino acids and the rate of turnover (TR) is 

the fraction of total body protein that daily degradated and resynthetisesed (Knap, 2000). The deposition or the 

loss of protein is the result of differences between FRS and FRC. Protein turnover, both the synthesis and the 

catabolism still occur even if protein-free diets are fed. In a study rats were fed with N-free diet and the FRS and 

FRC values were nearly 5%/d at day 9, and 2.5 and 6%/d, respectively at day 30 (Milward et al., 1975). 

2.1. The effect of age and genotype on protein turnover 

In growing animals fractional rate of protein synthesis is dominant but not necessarily correlated with protein 

deposition. The total protein deposition is the result of the different deposition rates in various body parts. Some 

tissues have high synthesis rate but low deposition due to the high fractional protein degradation rate. The ratio 

of protein deposition to protein synthesis is sensitive to several factors such as age and genetic constitution of 

the pig or nutritional stage. Protein synthesis and protein deposition rates decline with age even if the rate of 

protein catabolism does not fall as quickly as in the early postnatal period (Riis, 1983). The main factor 

responsible for these changes is the fall in capacity for protein synthesis. Table 1 shows the FRS values of 

different tissues according to various ages and live weight of pigs. The difference between FRS and FRC is the 

biggest in muscle, therefore the muscle protein deposition is far the highest and results in the bigger part of body 

gain in growing and fattening period. 

Referring to the fact that energy requirement of protein synthesis is relatively high and some energy is also 

needed for protein catabolism, it can be concluded that protein turnover being less efficient with increasing body 

weight decreases the energetic efficiency of protein accretion (energy required per unit of deposited protein) 

from 60-70% to 20-30% from young age to the end of growth phase, respectively. 

The selection criteria aiming to improve the lean gain resulted in higher ability for protein synthesis in improved 

genotypes. This higher rate of FRS accompanying with a higher rate of protein accretion and protein turnover 

(Rivera-Ferre és mtsai., 2006). This higher rate of protein turnover has increased the maintenance energy 

requirement of those genotypes. It is also clear from above that the younger is the pigs the higher maintenance 

energy requirement it has, associated with the higher protein turnover rate. 

bottom4
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2.2. The effect of nutrient supply on protein turnover 

Enhanced protein deposition by dietary treatments is usually caused by an increased protein synthesis. 

Increasing amino acid supply results in increased protein synthesis and deposition until (1) one of the amino 

acids becomes limiting 5 [19] for the tissue protein synthesis, (2) the high energy requirement of protein 

metabolism is covered, or (3) the genetic potential for protein synthesis and accretion limits the production. As it 

has been repeated in this chapter the amino acid and energy supply has to be harmonized in order to realize a 

high rate of protein deposition. The relationship between protein/amino acid supply and protein accretion in the 

body is generally described by linear-plateau function. It shows that protein deposition is increases linearly with 

increasing protein intake until the point when energy intake becomes limiting. If pigs are fed at higher feeding 

level (higher energy supply) the higher plateau of the protein deposition is reached. If neither protein nor energy 

supply is limiting the maximal protein deposition rate will be the plateau that is determined by genetics. On the 

other hand the amino acids cannot be involved in protein synthesis will ultimately be catabolized and used for 

fat retention. Therefore any deviation from the optimal dietary amino acid/DE ratio will increase the fat content 

of the body. 

Certainly there are other nutritional factors affecting the protein metabolism such as vitamins. Substantially B-

group vitamins play a major role in protein turnover directly (vitamin B6, B12, folic acid) or indirectly (vitamin 

B2, B3, biotin). Hypovitaminosis results in low rate of protein accretion despite the sufficient energy and protein 

supply, but extra vitamin intake (higher than the requirement) will not improve the growth of pigs. Some data 

show that extreme high level of polyunsaturated fatty acids (19% fish oils) may decrease the protein turnover by 

reducing both the degradation and synthesis of body proteins (Sohal et al., 1992), probably due to the better 

membrane transport mechanisms. Although the results of the referred study cannot directly used in practical 

feeding, but it suggests that feed supplements used for better membrane transports might reduce protein turnover 

and thus improve the efficiency of energy utilization. 

3. Protein evaluation in pig feeds 

Isonitrogenous and isocaloric diets with different composition may results in big variance in pig performance 

and carcass quality. The reason for that is the difference in quality of provided dietary protein. The following 

aspects are questioned in protein evaluation: 

1. amino acid composition of dietary protein, 

2. digestibility of amino acids, 

3. availability of amino acids, 

4. biological value of dietary protein. 

3.1. Amino acid composition of dietary protein 

The amino acid patter determines fundamentally the quality of dietary protein. Feed with low essential amino 

acid content cannot be converted into body protein and lean and will be detrimental for young animals. 

Therefore in commercial feeds the indispensible amino acid content has to be declared with crude protein level. 

Good quality protein such as milk and egg protein is considered to fulfill the animal (human) requirement, in 
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other words the essential amino acids do not limit the protein synthesis. Table 1 compares some protein sources 

used in pig feeding. As it can be seen from the data the lysine and methionine contents of the legume seeds are 

much lower than that of casein. It can be stated that mixed feeds from crops contain usually less lysine and 

methionine and sometimes threonine than the requirement of swine. In order to ensure a good quality protein 

and thus realize the high lean gain, those amino acids should be added to the mixed feed in form of synthetic 

amino acid supplementation. 

 

Nowadays feeds used in pig farms are formulated according to the so called ideal protein concept. The ideal 

protein can be defined as one that provides the exact balance of amino acids needed for optimum performance 

and maximum growth (e.g., carcass weight, body composition). Formulating feed according to ideal protein is 

an effective way of using less protein in the diet to meet amino acid requirements. In this way the metabolism of 

the pig is stressed in a low level since the transamination and dezamination of amino acids are minimal. The 

basic goal is to provide a blend of indispensable amino acids that exactly meets the pig's requirement for protein 

accretion and maintenance, with no deficiencies and no excesses. The ideal protein concept uses lysine as a 

reference amino acid, with the requirements for all other indispensable amino acids expressed as a percentage of 

lysine. Lysine was chosen as a reference amino acid for several reasons: 1) in practical pig diets lysine is usually 

the first-limiting amino acid, 2) lysine analysis in feedstuffs is straightforward, 3) dietary lysine is used only for 

protein accretion and maintenance (i.e., it has no precursor role), and 4) lysine requirement data for a variety of 

dietary, environmental, and body compositional circumstances are readily available. 

The amino acid pattern for ideal protein is given for maintenance, body protein accretion and milk protein 

production in Table 3. The amino acid pattern of ideal protein used for different purposes is different and the net 

requirement is derived from the ideal protein needs for maintenance and production. Maintenance protein covers 

renewal of the skin and hair loss, the integument loss in the gastrointestinal tract as well as urinary endogenous 

losses related to the basal protein turnover. The need for S-containing amino acid and threonine is much higher 

that lysine in protein used for maintenance. Neither histidine nor arginine is required for maintenance. The value 

of -200 was set to reflect the fact that arginine synthesis can satisfy all the maintenance needs and some of the 

needs for protein accretion (NRC, 1998). The difference between ideal amino acid patter for body protein 

accretion and milk protein synthesis is smaller than in comparison of maintenance and production. 
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When formulating diets for swine in different weight ranges the ideal protein requirement is set in accordance 

with the distribution of maintenance and production needs. Therefore the composition of ideal protein depends 

on the production level as well. At the beginning of growing period, when the relative protein deposition is high, 

the proportion of amino acid needed for protein accretion is higher in the total requirement of ideal protein 

compared to a later stage. 

3.2. Digestibility of amino acids 

It has been clearly shown that digestibility principally determines the nutritive value of the feeds. It is true for 

protein as well. The amino acids that escape from the absorption in the small intestine are useless for the pig. 

Therefore in pig nutrition the ileal digestibility of amino acids is more informative that the fecal digestibility. 

The digestibility coefficients of amino acids in the small intestine are different, therefore the ileal digestibility of 

protein is just an average value reflecting to the absorption rate of several amino acids. The reasons for the 

differences in ileal digestibility of amino acids are (1) the incomplete proteolysis in the small intestine, (2) 

amino acid antagonisms 6 [19], and (3) formation of indigestible complexes that reduce the ability of amino acid 

absorption. 

There are different methods to determine the ileal digestibility of amino acids, however, in all methods the 

digesta from the terminal ileum is collected (Figure 2). Implanting simple T cannula is considered to be the least 

invasive technique, however, the digesta cannot be collected quantitatively. The technique is reliant on the use 

of an indigestible marker7 [19] in the diet. The digestibility coefficient8 [19] is computed based on the change in 

concentration of marker and nutrients in the diet and in the digesta. Other cannulation techniques used allow the 

collection of complete digesta. PVTC cannula is the abbreviation of post valve T-cecum cannula that is 

implanted on the opposite to ileo-cecal valve. In re-entrant method two cannulas are implanted into the intestine, 

the first one is put to the terminal ileum and the other one to the cecum. The junction of the cannulas is out of 

the body. Digestibility coefficient of nutrients9 [19] is calculated very simply in these two later methods. 

 

The digesta contains non-digested nutrient from the feed, but also proteins of endogenous origin. If the 

endogenous amino acids are not considered in determination of digestibility the so called apparent digestibility 

is used: 

AID= ingested AA (g) – excreted AS (g) / ingested AA (g) 

bottom6
bottom7
bottom8
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The endogenous amino acids of the digesta derive from the loss of epithelia cells, mucin, enzymes, and 

sometimes from microbes. By using true digestibility, the endogenous amino acid loss is considered and the 

AID formula is corrected in the following way: 

TID= ingested AA (g) – excreted AS (g) + endogenous AA loss (g) / ingested AA (g) 

The determination of total endogenous amino acid losses is very complicated. Endogenous amino acid losses 

may be divided into two main components: basal and specific losses. The basal losses as a nonspecific 

ingredient or diet independent losses represent the minimum inevitable lost by the animal. These losses are 

related to the physical flow of the dry mater and are not influenced by dietary composition (Figure 3). The 

specific losses above basal losses are ingredient specific and depend particularly on dietary fiber content and 

fiber type, protein/amino acid content as well as influenced by anti-nutritional factors. 

True digestibility is a fundamental property of the feed band is not affected by the dietary conditions under 

which the feed is given. The apparent digestibility measure, however, will be affected by the assay conditions 

and is, therefore variable and open to error. For that reason true digestibility gives a better representation of 

protein quality, however, unlike basal endogenous loss the collection of total endogenous amino acid loss is 

very complicated and cannot be determined routinely. 

 

Therefore, a so-called standardized protein and/or amino acid digestibility has been used in pig nutrition that 

accounts for only a basic endogenous N or amino acid excretion, and therefore it is independent of dietary 

amino acid level (Figure 4). 

TID= ingested AA (g) – excreted AS (g) + basal endogenous AA loss (g) / ingested AA (g) 

 

Due to the fact that only the basal ileal endogenous amino acid losses are subtracted from the total ileal amino 

acid outflow, values for SID are intermediate between values for AID and TID and independent of dietary AA 

level. The main advantage if using SID compared with AID is that values for SID are more likely to be additive 

in mixed diets (Libao et al., 2006). 

3.3. Availability of amino acids and biological value of protein 
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Available amino acid content of the feed is the part of amino acids that are absorbed in a chemical form that is 

suitable for utilization by the animals for body protein synthesis (Hodkinson and Moughan, 2000). Lysine which 

is usually the first limiting amino acid is one of the most sensitive amino acids or probably the most sensitive 

one to overheating and oxidation. During storage and particularly in sub-optimal conditions (part of) dietary 

lysine becomes unavailable for protein synthesis due to bounding to other nutrients like reducing sugars. 

Determination of available amino acids has been developed: (1) an in vivo method is to measure the free amino 

acid content of muscle tissue, or (2) growth rate of test-organisms is used for lysine (Tetrahymena pyriformis) 

and methionine (Streptococcus zymogenes); (3) in vitro studies determine the free ε-amino group of lysine by 

color tests using Orange G (1-phenylazo-2-naphthol-6, 8-disulfonic acid sodium salt) under acidic conditions. 

Moughan and Rutterfurd (1996) proposed a new method for bioassay of reactive lysine. The free ε-amino group 

of lysine is reacted with o-methylisourea to form homoarginine. This amino acid cannot be found in animal 

body, however, transported with the same rate as dietary lysine. Therefore, the disappearance of homoarginine 

from the small intestine is proportional with the true digestibility of reactive lysine (i.e. available lysine). 

Although determination of reactive lysine is well established and predicts the availability of lysine with high 

accuracy, it has not been widely used in practice. 

The rate of utilization of dietary amino acids is depending on different circumstances related to the animal and 

external factors such as feeding. Therefore determination of biological value of a mixed feed has to be 

conducted under strictly standardized conditions. Biological value of a protein source (the rate of N retention per 

digested protein) is affected by energy supply and genetic potential of the animal. Therefore it can be concluded 

that availability means “potential to be used”, but utilization and biological value refers to “realized production”. 

For that reason the biological value is not considered in diet formulation, however, those protein sources that 

have high biological value are preferred in high quality feeds. 

In summary, the following aspects are considered in protein evaluation of pig feeds: 

(1)Amino acid composition of the feed is formulated according to ideal protein concept. The amino acid pattern 

of ideal protein slightly differs in different weight ranges. The exact balance of indispensible amino acids to 

lysine leads to maximal protein deposition with minimal N excretion. The ideal protein can be set up by using 

amino acid supplementation. 

(2)Diet can be formulated with consideration of the digestibility of amino acids in ideal protein and in 

accordance with ileal digestible amino acids requirement of pigs. In this case the nutrient, particularly the amino 

acid requirement of pigs is supplied more precisely. By formulating the feed based on total amino acid content, 

the margin of safety associated with amino acid digestibility is necessary to be included. In practical feeding the 

apparent ileal digestible amino acid is widely used, however, most nutrient recommendations and tables for 

feedstuffs provide not only apparent, but standardized and/or true digestibile amino acid requirement of pigs and 

their dietary contents. The advantage of using SID and TID values are clearly demonstrated if components with 

high fiber and anti-nutritive compounds are used in mixed feeds. 

(3)Protein evaluation based on reactive lysine content gives a good prediction for feedstuffs manipulated by 

technological treatments. However, more data on the reactive lysine content of feedstuffs as well as on reactive 

lysine requirement of pigs would be needed in order to use the method worldwide in practical feeding. 

(4)Unlike dietary protein the amino acid content of the feed is a fundamental property for feed evaluation. 

However, in diet formulation the harmonization of amino acid and energy supply is substantial and therefore the 

(ileal digestible) Lys/DE ratio as well as use of ideal protein concept is critical in order to achieve maximum 

protein deposition and lean gain. 
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Appendix A. Appendix 1 

1 For growing pigs: urinary energy (kJ/kg DMI) = 192 + 31 x urinary N (g/kg DMI); for sows: urinary energy 

(kJ/kg DMI) = 217 + 31 x urinary N (g/kg DMI); Noblet and Milgen, 2004. 

2 low of Rubner declare that the heat production is linearly related to the surfact are of a livestock rather than the 

body weight 
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Appendix B. Appendix 2 

3 True protein reflects only the nitrogen associated with protein and does not include the nitrogen from non-

protein sources (NPN). Unlike NPN, true protein can be precipitated by salt of heavy metals. 

4 A non-essential or dispensible amino acid is and amino acid that can be synthetized de novo. Essential or 

indispensible amino acids cannot be synthesized or not in sufficient extent, and therefore they has to be provided 

in the feed. Essential amino acid for pigs: lysine, methionine, threonine, tryptophan, histidine, arginine, valine, 

leucine, isoleucine, phenylalanine. 

5 Limiting amino acid: the limiting amino acid of a protein is that essential amino acid present in least amount 

relative to the requirement for that amino acid. 

6 Amino acid antagonism: amino acids with similar chemical structure have the same carrier in transportation, 

surplus amino acid intake makes relative absence of concurrent amino acid and leads to amino acid imbalance. 

Antagonizm is known between lysine – arginine, leucine – isoleucine, isoleucine – valine, phenylalanine – 

threonine and phenylalanine – valine. 

7 Marker: indigestible component of the feed (lignin, acid detergent ash), or added marked (e.g. TiO2, Cr2O3, Co-

EDTA). The marker should meet the requirements: (1) nontoxic and do not modify the digestion, (3) shouls 

have steady flow, (4) homogenous mixing in the feed 

8 Digestibility (%) in representative collection: (IAC-IAT)*100/IAC, where IAC: marker/nutrient ratio in the 

digesta, IAT: market/nutrient ratio in the feed. 

9 Digestibility (%) in total collection: (nutrient intake in g – nutrient excretion in g) / nutrient intake in g 

10 Methods for determination of (basal) endogenous amino acid losses: 

1. Feeding protein-free diet thus the amino acid excreted must be of endogenous origin 

2. Feeding entirely digestible protein (casein), enzymatically hydrolyzed protein or a mix of synthetic amino 

acids, thus in theory the N recovered from excreta must be of endogenous origin 

3. Linear regression method: feeding different levels of protein and the endogenous loss is estimated by 

extrapolation of ileal amino acid flow to zero dietary protein intake. 

4. Isotope dilution technique: require specific and expensive infrastructure, and therefore it is not commonly 

used in practice. 

5. Homoarginie method: dietary lysine is treated with o-methylisourea and forms homoarginine that is not 

found in animal body. However, homoarginine absorbed with the same rate as dietary lysine, therefore all the 

lysine that is found in digesta must be of endogenous origin. 


